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An inductive Bible study approach will encourage us to approach the Scriptures with
freshness and humility as we adopt the best habits of careful readers and thinkers.
Last week, we saw that the three phases of inductive study are (1) observation (2)
interpretation and (3) application. This evening we will focus on the middle step, in
which we use the details and connections seen in the observation step to answer the
question “What does this passage mean?”
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I.
II.

Observation
Interpretation: What does this passage mean?
A. Let ___________________ rule
B. Let __________________ interpret _______________
C. Never base convictions on an _________________ passage of
Scripture
D. Take the __________________meaning (face value) unless the
author or genre indicates otherwise
E. Look for the main message of the passage
F. Study the Old Testament in _______________ of Jesus and the
New Testament
1. Where in timeline of redemptive history?
2. How does it point to _____________?
3. How is this passage foundational for an understanding of
NT Christianity?
G. Adopt the New Testament’s ________________towards the Old
Testament passage
1. How is this passage a fulfillment of something promised in
the OT?
2. How is this NT idea different from or similar to an OT
teaching?
3. In what way does this NT passage clarify, unveil, fulfill, or
_________________ something from the OT?
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What parts need further study (connection to the Old Testament, word studies, Jesus
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